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What is This?
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Abstract

Objective: To determine differences in sun-protection behaviours, and incidence of sunburn, between Australian adolescent female fake tan users and non-users.

Design: Cross sectional survey.

Method: 398 adolescent females aged 12 to 18 years participated in a survey at public venues, schools, and online. The main outcome measures were self-reported fake tan usage in the past 12 months, frequency of sunburns and habitual sun-protection behaviours.

Setting: Surveys were completed in New South Wales, Australia.

Results: The prevalence of self-reported use of fake tanning products in the past 12 months among Australian adolescent females was 34.5%. Female fake tan users were significantly less likely to report wearing a hat, wearing a shirt with sleeves or wearing pants covering to the knees. There was no difference between fake tan users and non-users in use of sunscreen, seeking shade, wearing sunglasses or avoidance of peak ultraviolet (UV) hours. Logistic regression modelling, when accounting for age, desire for a tan and skin type, revealed fake tan users were more likely to experience frequent sunburns and less likely to wear protective clothing.

Conclusions: Our findings show that fake tan use among Australian female adolescents is associated with decreased sun protection, specifically reduced use of both upper and lower body protective clothing. Fake tan users were significantly more likely to experience repeated sunburns, after controlling for skin type. These findings provide impetus for the development of health education programmes targeting a new subgroup of adolescents with distinct tanning behaviours.
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Introduction
Despite over 20 years of population-wide interventions to improve sun protection in Australia, the major barrier to sun protection among adolescents continues to be the desirability of a tan, with available data showing that, as desire for a tan increases, sun-protection behaviour decreases.1 Fake tan products are lotions and sprays which temporarily pigment the skin without requiring exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Fake tanning has presented a significant challenge for cancer control agencies since its emergence due to the perception that promoting such products sends the ‘wrong message’ to the community regarding the desirability of a tan.2 While there is a substantial body of literature on adolescent sun-protection behaviours there has been limited research on the effect fake tan products have on adolescent UV exposure and associated sun-protection behaviours. Given the lack of evidence to date, cancer control agencies have not promoted the use of fake tanning products as a safe alternative for obtaining a tan.

The fake tanning industry is booming, with an estimated growth rate of 429% from 2001 to 2006, and projections to become a half a billion dollar industry by 2011.3 Findings on the prevalence of fake tanning product use among adults differ between studies, ranging from 9% in an Australian population aged 15 years and older4 to 22% among United States (US) adults aged between 18 and 30 years.5 Among US adolescents, approximately 11% report using fake tan products in the previous 12 months.6 However, few studies have focused on the prevalence of fake tanning use specifically among Australian adolescents, or on the differences in sun-protection behaviours between users and non-users.

Existing literature on fake tan use and associated sun-protection behaviours is sparse, with conflicting results. Among adolescents in the US, fake tan use was associated with indoor tanning and higher frequency of sunburns but not use of sunscreen.6 Studies among primarily adult populations have shown that individuals who have used fake tan products in the past year are more likely to report regularly using sunscreen with sun protection factor (SPF) 15+ when in the sun than non-users.4–5, 7–8 On the other hand, all but one study9 show that fake tan users are more likely to report being sunburned,5, 8, 10 including both Australian and US adults. Studies comparing the use of protective clothing between users and non-users have also been inconsistent. Beckmann et al.8 noted that users were less likely to report regularly wearing protective clothing than non-users, while Girgis et al.4 and Stryker et al.7 found no significant differences in use of protective clothing between the two groups. Similarly, findings on shade use have been inconsistent; Stryker et al.7 found users were significantly less likely to seek shade, whereas Beckmann et al.8 found no significant difference between groups.

The aim of this study, therefore, was to assess the use of fake tanning products among adolescents in New South Wales, Australia, and to examine similarities and differences in users’ versus non-users’ reported sun-protection behaviours and incidence of sunburns.

Methods
In spring 2009, adolescents from New South Wales (NSW) were invited to participate in a survey at public venues, schools, and online. Respondents who completed the paper-based survey were identified within high schools and at public events around a regional NSW coastal community. Online respondents were identified via a promotion on the social networking site Facebook (www.facebook.com) with promotion restricted to NSW residents aged 12–18 years.
Description of participants

This analysis has been limited to female respondents because the overwhelming majority of fake tan users were female (95.8%) with only six male respondents reporting fake tan use in the previous 12 months.

Measures

The self-report survey was part of a larger Summer Lifestyle Survey on adolescent sun protection attitudes and behaviours. Prevalence of fake tan use was assessed with an item similar to that used by Beckmann et al.8: ‘Over the past 12 months have you used a fake tanning lotion or cream to make you look more tanned?’ Pre-testing of the instrument with adolescents resulted in the inclusion of the term ‘spray tan’. The final wording of the item was ‘Have you made any attempt to get a tan in the last 12 months by using a sunless tanning cream (fake tan) or spray tan?’ Number of sunburns in the previous 12 months was assessed with the question ‘In the past 12 months, how many times did you have a red or painful sunburn that lasted a day or more?’ This item wording is consistent with recently-recommended standardized US measures of adolescent sun exposure and protection, however with the addition of response options from ‘5 or more’ up to ‘8 or more’.11

The survey questions and response options are included in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Response options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During summer in general, when you are outside on a warm sunny day, how often do you usually do the following: • Wear sunscreen • Wear a hat • Stay in the shade • Wear a shirt with sleeves that covers your shoulders • Wear long pants/skirt that covers your legs at least to your knees • Wear sunglasses • Spend most of the time inside during peak UV hours in the middle of the day</td>
<td>Never (1) Rarely Sometimes Often Always (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the past 12 months, how many times did you have a red or painful sunburn that lasted a day or more?</td>
<td>0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you made any attempt to get a tan in the last 12 months by using a sunless tanning cream (fake tan) or spray tan?</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppose your skin was exposed to strong sunshine at the beginning of summer with no protection (e.g. sunscreen, hat) at all. If you stayed in the sun for 30 minutes would your skin: Do you like to get a suntan?</td>
<td>Just burn and not tan afterwards Burn first then tan afterwards Not burn at all just tan Nothing would happen No Yes, a light tan Yes, a moderate tan Yes, a dark tan Yes, a very dark tan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To examine the sun-protection behaviours of users’ and non-users’ of fake tanning products, respondents indicated how often they applied sunscreen, wore a hat, wore a shirt with sleeves, wore sunglasses and sought shade when in the sun between 11am and 3pm. These five items were selected as they represent the current guidelines for sun-protection behaviours as recommended by Cancer Council NSW and are consistent with recently-recommended standardized US measures of adolescent sun protection. Additional measures of lower body protective clothing and avoidance of peak UV hours were included to increase the specificity of the assessment.

Statistics
Descriptive statistics were generated for fake tan use and demographic variables. Differences between fake tan users and non-users on sun-protection behaviours were assessed using cross-tabulation and multivariate analysis of variance. Logistic regression modelling was used to assess the relationship between fake tan use, sunburns and sun-protection behaviours controlling for age, desire for a tan and skin type. For the model, the number of sunburns was grouped into low sunburns (0–1 sunburns in the previous 12 months), moderate sunburns (2–4 sunburns in the previous 12 months) and frequent sunburns (5 or more sunburns in the previous 12 months). Fake tan use was the dependent variable. For each sun-protection behaviour, response options were coded from 1 (never) to 5 (always).

Results
Overall, 398 females aged 12 to 18 years (\(M = 15.08, SD = 1.68\)) participated in the survey. Demographic data on the fake tan users and non users are shown in Table 2. The prevalence of fake tan product use during the past 12 months among adolescent females aged between 12 to 18 years was 34.5 %. The frequency of fake tan use increased significantly with age, with the highest proportion of fake tan users (42.4 %) being among the 17–18 year old category (\(\chi^2(2) = 9.66, p = .008\)).

Descriptive statistics for sun-protection behaviours among females using and not using fake tan products are shown in Table 3. Multivariate analysis of variance was used to assess differences in sun-protection behaviours between users and non-users, and indicated significant differences (Wilks’ Lambda = .864, \(F(7,358) = 8.03, p = .000\)). At the univariate level the results indicate that females who reported using fake tan in the previous 12 months were significantly less likely to report regularly wearing a hat, wearing a shirt with sleeves and wearing pants that cover at least to the knees. There was no significant difference in mean values for self-reported
To examine the association between fake tan use and sunburns, logistic regression modelling was used. The model included factors likely to confound the association between fake tan use and sunburns including gender, age, skin type, sun-protection behaviours and preference for a tan. The results for the regression model are shown in Table 4. The findings show there was a significant association between fake tan use and sunburns with fake tan users more likely to experience 2–4 sunburns (OR = 2.13, 95% CI, 1.17–3.86) and five or more sunburns (OR = 4.39, 95% CI, 1.78–10.83). Fake tan use and skin type were also significantly associated, with fake tan users less likely to report having a skin tone that ‘burns then tans’ (OR = 0.23, 95% CI, .11–.49) or skin that ‘just tans’ (OR = 0.23, 95% CI, .10–.54).

Fake tan use in the previous 12 months was significantly associated with reduced likelihood of wearing upper body protective clothing (B = −.72, SE = .78, p = .000) or lower body protective clothing (B = −.40, SE = .17, p = .023). Fake tan use and desire for a suntan were also significantly associated. Fake tan users were significantly more likely to desire a light (OR = 4.60, 95% CI, 1.56–13.60), moderate (OR = 7.82, 95% CI, 2.63–23.313), or dark tan (OR = 4.42, 95% CI, 1.33–14.76).

### Discussion

The prevalence of fake tan use among this sample of female adolescents (34.5 %) is higher than previously reported prevalence among primarily adult populations which ranged from 9% to 22%, and higher than the prevalence of 19.1% among US female adolescents aged 11–18 years reported by Cokkinides et al. Our findings show that fake tan use among Australian female adolescents is associated with decreased sun protection, specifically reduced use of both upper and lower body protective clothing. Unlike earlier studies, we did not find that females who used fake tan products in the past year were more likely than non-users to report regularly using sunscreen when in the sun. In contrast, we found no difference between the self-reported sunscreen use of the two groups.
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Notably, we found that fake tan users were significantly more likely to experience repeated sunburns, after controlling for skin type. The association between fake tan use and increased sunburns is consistent with previous studies among adolescents in the US\(^6\) and adults in both US and Australian populations.\(^5, 8, 10\) However, given minimal studies specific to the adolescent population, this study provides disconcerting data on the association between fake tan use and frequent sunburns among Australian adolescents. As adolescence and early adulthood are among the most sensitive age periods for the effects of sunburn and future incidence of skin cancers,\(^13\) these findings should provide an impetus for further investigation into the nature of the relationship between fake tan use and sunburns specifically among the adolescent population. As a harm minimization strategy our results provide no evidence for cancer control agencies to promote fake tan products as a safe alternative to tanning in the sun. However, the association between increased desire for a tan and fake tan use suggests fake tan users represent a distinct tan-seeking segment of adolescents and an appropriate target group for interventions.

A possible limitation of this study is the use of both written and online survey approaches for data collection. There is a lack of data available on if completing surveys in an online format versus

Table 4. Correlates of fake tan use among adolescent females in NSW Australia, surveyed in spring 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12–14 years</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–16 years</td>
<td>1.65 (.812–3.333)</td>
<td>.167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17–18 years</td>
<td>2.37 (1.253–4.484)</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just burn</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burn then tan</td>
<td>0.234 (.111–.490)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan only</td>
<td>0.231 (.098–.542)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing would happen</td>
<td>0.289 (.065–.279)</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun protection behaviours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunscreen use</td>
<td>1.214 (.905–1.628)</td>
<td>.195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat use</td>
<td>0.818 (.611–1.095)</td>
<td>.177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shade use</td>
<td>1.151 (.788–1.683)</td>
<td>.467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper body protective clothing use</td>
<td>0.488 (.346–.689)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower body protective clothing use</td>
<td>0.673 (.478–.947)</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear sunglasses</td>
<td>1.007 (.799–1.270)</td>
<td>.952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid peak UV hours</td>
<td>1.294 (.961–1.741)</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunburns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (0–1 burns)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate (2–4 burns)</td>
<td>2.126 (1.171–3.859)</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent (5 + burns)</td>
<td>4.387 (1.778–10.825)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire for a tan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, a light tan</td>
<td>4.600 (1.555–13.604)</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, a moderate tan</td>
<td>7.823 (2.625–23.311)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, a dark tan</td>
<td>4.424 (1.326–14.763)</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes a very dark tan</td>
<td>4.789 (.956–23.975)</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
on paper influences how individuals respond to questions about their sun-protection behaviours. The potential that respondents were influenced by the survey approach method cannot be excluded. As this study used a non-random sample and was cross-sectional in nature it was not possible to confirm that the use of fake tan directly increases the risk of sunburn; however, there is a significant association between the two factors. Brooks et al.\textsuperscript{5} postulate the association between fake tan use and sunburns is a result of individuals using fake tan products being unaware that they provide negligible sun protection; they also suggest that fake tan users may be more likely than others to seek tans or accentuate the tans they receive from the sun or tanning beds. Given the significant association between fake tan use and increased desire for a tan, it is more plausible that fake tan users represent a distinct tan-seeking segment of adolescents rather than just being unaware that a fake tan provides no protection from the sun. These associations are yet to be investigated in the literature. The potential that fake tan use is associated with an increased likelihood of frequent sunburns among Australian adolescents is worrisome. Given the increasing popularity of fake tan products in our society, coupled with the significant risk associated with sunburn obtained during adolescence and future risk of skin cancer, further research is needed in this area.

**Conclusion**

Our findings show that fake tan use among Australian female adolescents is associated with decreased sun protection, specifically reduced use of both upper and lower body protective clothing. Fake tan users were significantly more likely to experience repeated sunburns, after controlling for skin type. Further research is needed to determine the direction and strength of the association between use of fake tan products, decreased sun-protection behaviours and sunburns.
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